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Lecture Rehearsal
FRYE ART MUSEUM | fryemuseum.org | October 13, 2012-Japuary 20, 2013 j Always Free
« . Jherek Bischoff. Photo: Angel Cebatlos.
Imagining The World
Study Abroad & International Student
Photography Competition
:
SUBMISSIONS DUE FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 30!
Current students that have participated in a study abroad program or
current international students at SU are invited tosubmit photos of life in
host countries for the chance to win up to $500 in cash prizes and
inclusion in the Imagining the World Kinsey Gallery exhibit!
For photo competition entry forms and rules, visit:
lseattleu.edu/artsci/services/photocompetition
help yourself,
help the world. |
MA in Management
(Social and Sustainable Emphasis)
An innovative 11-month
graduate business degree
for the non-business major.
It’s here...an accessible business degree for
non-business majors who want to diver-
sify their skill sets, increase their market-
ability, and bring hope to our world.
• Explore a Christian understanding of
ethical and sustainable business practices
that respect both people and the planet
• Develop relevant, real-world skills in ac-
counting, finance, economics, marketing,
and management
• Train and work beside a select group
of intelligent, like-minded students in a
hands-on educational model
• Study abroad in some of the world's
fastest growing emerging markets
(e.g. China, India)
• Intern with Seattle’s top businesses and
network with key professionals
• Earn a master's degree in just 11 months
Apply today: spu.edu/massm
Engagingthe culture,changingthe world
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NEWS
GAS. STRUGGLES TO FUEL MASS STUDENT INTEREST
Bianca Sewake
StaffWriter
After the TV show you are watching
one night, there is an infomercial.
You see a group of dark-skinned
children with old, ragged clothes on
with hardly any food on their tables
and a makeshift shelter from pieces
of wood or a mix of materials. Then
the narrator asks for your help to
donate money.
In general, this is the perception of
Africa: in need of aid.
Although many parts of Africa
are in need of reform, rehabilitation,
infrastructure and maybe even aid, the
Global African Studies (G.A.S.) minor
is working to change the perception
that Africa is just a consumer offoreign
aid.
“I think the vision for most people
when you talk about Africa is of this
poor place whereyou goto helppeople,”
said race and ethnicity professor Ruth
White. “There’s no notion of thriving
economies and big cities with high
rises and high ways and traffic jams.”
“We’ve never been taught to think
that Africa has many other things,
[other] than it needing aid... There’s
never been a discussion for probably 99
percent of us coming out ofhigh school
that this is actually a place that has an
intellectualhistory’ said junior Allason
Leitz-Lesch.
But in order for this minor to change
students’ perception about African
studies, it first needs more student
interest.
The Global African Studies minor
began about six years ago when the
department’s director Femi Taiwo
came to Seattle University. It is one of
the smallest minors at the university.
“Part of it might be that it is unique
in its conceptualization,” White said.
This minor isn’t simply African-
American history. It studies the culture,
historyand politicsofpeople ofAfrican
descent. It is looking at this topic
globally, centered around Africa and
how the people share commonalities,
but are still unique entities wherever
they are.
The Spectator tried to speak with
several faculty involved in the program.
Few were willing to sit down with us.
There is some evidence, however,
that enrollment in the program is quite
low.
“Women Studies is small as a minor
as well. But people can conceptualize
it as what that is. They’re like, ‘woman,
okay, I can study that.’ When you say
Global African Studies, for some
people, it’s hard to identify what that
means,” White said.
According to White, many of the
students take this minor because there
is an interest in Africa as a source of
ideas and ways of cultural traditions
that spread throughout the world.
For instance, White talked about
hip-hop. For some students the minor
includes a class on hip-hop.
“[Hip hop] came out ofAmericabut
it’s not purely an American creation.
It has its sources in Jamaican ways of
communicating and a lot ofthe original
hip-hop people were Jamaican,” White
said.
Leitz-Lesch’s experiences working
on a film festival in the Congo led her
to minor in Global African Studies.
Leitz-Lesch noted that while the
program was small, her classes has
been fairly full—many of the program
requirements are cross listedand count
for history or international studies
majors.
“I mean it would obviously be
great if there were more people
coming into the program on campus
but I think it’s also it’s not like there’s
only three people in the class.
There’s enough people to make an
interesting discussion.”
Senior Alex Hopkins, an
international studies major also studies
Global African Studies and studied
abroad in Ghana last year.
“I didn’t see how it would be
applicable before, but after going
KATERI TOWN • THE SPECTATOR
Professor Ruth White teaches her race and ethnicity course, a requirementfor the
Global African Studies program. G.A.S. is a small but growingprogram.
abroad and learning about it, I can
definitely see where I could use it
professionally and how it connects to
every day life,” said Hopkins.
Hopkins also noted the small size
of the program, commenting that he
hoped more people would add Global
African Studies as a minor.
“If people knew how flexible it
was and the different ways you can
approach it, definitely you can combine
it with different things,” Hopkins said.
“It’s not like some minors where you
have to take these five or six courses
to do it. I filled it up with study abroad
credit. So you can complete it fairly
easily and you can take from it what
you want.”
The department tries to make itself
visible to students by doing on-campus
events and sending out information
during advising time.
However, Hopkins thinks that the
department still has to improve.
“I have never really heard about it
before until my friend told me about
it,” Hopkins said. “She only really told
me about it because we were both
considering going to Ghana. IfI hadn’t
studied abroad in Africa, I doubt I
would have heard about it.”
Bianca may be reached at
bsewake@su-spectator.com
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MISPLACED DOCUMENTS THREATEN DEMOCRACY
Holly Martinez
StaffWriter
After the registration and just a few
daysbefore the final voter registration
day, several students who had
registered to vote had not received
their ballots. After contacting SGSU,
who then contacted The Washington
Bus, itwas discoveredthat an unknown
amount of voter registration, forms
had been lost in the mail somewhere
between being sent by the Washington
Bus and being received by King
County Elections.
Upon hearing this news, SGSU
President Nicole Gaddie relayed the
information to the student body
via email.
The loss of the registration
documents had the potential to bar
many of Seattle Us first time voters
from receiving their ballot and
participating in one of the defining
elections of their generation.
“Lots of students were so excited to
vote and couldn’t,” Gaddie said. “We
couldn’t do anything [in SGSU] and it
was really unlucky.”
Her initial email did not pinpoint
the exact point in the chain in which
the documents were lost, though
further examination revealed where
she thinks the process broke down.
“I think it’s more King County’s
fault than anything,” Gaddie said.
Despite the implication that King
County was to blame, Washington
Bus stepped up to quickly remedy the
situation, as best it could.
Washington Bus is a youth driven
political organization created with
the intentions of empowering young
Americans and encouraging political
advocacy. The Washington Bus chose
its name as a way to symbolize that the
organization aimed to be a “vehicle
for hands-on democracy...and yes,
we have a bus,” says the Washington
Bus website.
“I was a Summer Fellow in 2011,”
said Tina Norquist, former fellow at
the Washington Bus. “It was probably
one of the best summers I’ve had.
I received invaluable training in
everything from public speaking to
interviewing and effective lobbying
techniques. [The Washington Bus]
can really open a lot of doors for you.”
In late September through
early October, SGSU teamed up
with Washington Bus and Seattle
University’s Political Science club
to host a voter registration drive in
order to register as many Seattle U
students as possible before the 2012
presidential election.
“It’s cool to see people who want to
{Lots
of students were
so excited to vote and
couldn’t... It was really
unlucky.
Nicole Gaddie,
SGSU President
make a difference,” Gaddie said when
asked about her experience working
with the Washington Bus.
The Washington Bus provided
those students whose ballots had been
lost with rides to the King County
Elections Division in Renton in order
for those who hadn’t received their
ballots to receive replacement ballots.
In addition, the Washington Bus
personally called each student whose
ballot may have been lost to inform
them of the situation. Post Office
officials were also notified.
In the email Gaddie sent to the
students, she quoted Washington Bus
as stating that their “first priority is
to ensure that the young people we
work with are able to exercise their
right to vote, and we take this matter
very seriously.”
Gaddie had been contacted by
distraught students regarding the
incident and said that she understands
their frustrations and is “glad that
[Seattle U] students know what’s
going on.”
NOVEMBER 14TH, 2012
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Despite the loss of ballots, Gaddie
was very pleased with the turnout of
Seattle U’s election party.
“Hundreds of students showed up,”
Gaddie said. “KIRO even came and
filmed, It’s a great event and I’d love to
see it continue in the future.”
According to the early National
Exit Poll conducted by Edison
Research voters ranging from age 18
to 29 made up 19 percent ofthe entire
voting population, one percentage
point higher than that of 2008. This
year, Obama secured roughly 60
percent ofthe youthvote, according to
the Huffington Post. Romney earned
approximately 36 percent.
Hollymay be reached at
hmartinez@su-spectator.com
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HIGH QUALITY BITES: GOOD FOOD COMES WITH A COST
Grace Stetson
Staff Writer
Students who live on campus are quick
to note that $7.25 for a bowl of pasta
or $6.95 for a vegetarian sandwich
feels a little steep.
For many returning students who
are required to have a meal plan,
money may feel especially tight this
year. Because of tuition increases for
the 2012-2013 school year, along with
food inflation, the lowest meal plan
price made available to freshmen and
sophomores was raised $100 to $1,300
per quarter—and that doesn’t even
cover three meals every day.
Bon Appetit Resident District
Manager Buzz Hofford has been
working with the company at Seattle
U for the past 13 years, and he knows
how much prices at Bon App change
every year.
As Hofford explains, there are a few
factors that determine the prices for
each year. One of these factors is how
comparable our prices our to our eight
peer institutions, including Gonzaga
University and Universityof Portland.
“When you look at the eight [peer
6 NEWS
schools], we have traditionally always
been one of the lowest priced Board
Plans out of the eight, even though
some of the schools are in low-cost
areas,” he explained.
As reported by Hofford, 60 percent
of Bon App’s revenue on campus
comes from the Board Plan, as the
Board revenue allows Bon App to
extend hours and have a variety of
choices for the student body.
“Even after the increase in prices
last year, we are still low to average
compared to our peer institutions,”
Hofford said. “If we can get the Board
revenue up, that makes us better
able to provide more options to
the students.”
Hofford explains that the retail
pricing for the items students buy
on campus are really related to Bon
Apps costs, regarding labor and
product costs. Retail manager of The
Cave Jeremiah Beckwith has been
working with Seattle Us food service
since Saga was in charge of the food
service in 1978, starting as a cook for
$4.75per hour. While Beckwith began
at the school when there was still an
all-you-can-eat program, he feels that
the retail side of the food business has
become much more effective.
“Bon App is the only food service
I know of that caters to putting out
the best product they can,” he said.
“And when you’re putting out the best
quality, it gets expensive.”
Hofford also says that not only do
they have to make sure that they are
getting business but that the people
who provide the services at C-Street
or the Bistro should also be taken
care of.
“We promise our employees a
living wage of $11.50 an hour, which
is another way to show how our labor
costs are high,” he said.
In Bon App’s management of
business, Hofford states that the
company focuses on the triple bottom
line concept, which focuses on people,
planet and profits.
“We’re really trying to strike
that balance, and the pricing is one
example ofthat,” he said.
“When you’re trying to give the
best product for the least amount of
money and prices offood are going up
so high,” Beckwith said.
Yet some students are still upset
with the current meal plans, along
with the quality of the food that
they’re paying for. When the Bon App
student survey came out a few weeks
ago, there were many students around
campus that voiced their opinion
regarding our school’s meal services.
Sophomore Akaila Ballard had
very strong feelings that needed to
be expressed when going through the
Bon App survey.
“The Bottom Line has stopped
putting tea in the London Fog, the
Bistro took the hummus plate off the
menu, $7 is much too expensive for a
salad plate, and The Byte’s pastries are
always stale,” she said. “I expect the
absolute best for the price I’m paying
and I expect consistency.”
While Seattle U can’t always expect
consistency with the menu items or
prices, there will always be inflation
in the food industry, which means
that the prices of the food available
to us students will more likely than
not increase within our four years
of college.
Gracemay be reached at
gstetson@su-spectator.com
DAWG DAYS AREN’T OVER, DESPITE PERMIT ISSUES
Veronica Mazzolini
StaffWriter
For those who often trek 12th Ave. or
spend time at The Chieftain you will
notice that Mad Dawg’s Hot Dogs has
been missing for quite some time.
The usual location in front of The
Chieftain has been vacant, but hot dog
lovers, fear not. Mad Dawg’s simply
needs to chew through some permit
paperwork before returning.
Some early rumors for the hot dog
stands hiatus suggested the stand was
closed for health violations. Queen
Anne KOMO reported on the closing
ofthe stand but the reasoning was still
unclear to many fans ofMad Dawg’s.
Rest assured the food quality was
not the problem. The real reason lies
in the logistics of the location and the
issuance of a sidewalk permit.
The Seattle Department of
Transportation (SDOT) Client
Assistance Memo 2501 explains the
regulations for sidewalk and plaza
street food vending. This memo,
effective Aug. 22, 2011, details permit
applications and location logistics.
UnfortunatelyMadDawg’shas some
complications with their sidewalk
location.Owner and Seattle University
student Daniel Dovinh explains there
is a problem because The Chieftain
already has a sidewalk permit. The
sidewalk permit is for an outdoor
cafe, allowing patrons to enjoy food
and beverage in the outdoor seating
area, but only The Chieftain’s food
and beverages.
SDOT came to Mad Dawg’s and
requested another permit.
“We wondered why we need
another permit when Peter [Johnson,
The Chieftain owner] has already
gone through all the paperwork
and the cart is inside his railing.
That’s the whole point of the railing,”
said Dovinh.
To avoid this issue, The Chieftain
will be remodeling part oftheir railing
to accompany Mad Dawg’s. Six feet
of railing will be chopped out of The
Chieftain patio, and the corner where
Mad Dawg ‘s operates will be separate
from the patio.
MATTHEW GILBERTSON • THE SPECTATOR
Despite having one of his two locations temporarily moved behind The Chieftain for permit reasons, Mad Dawg’s owner
Daniel Dovinh still gets a steady stream ofregulars on a lunch breakfrom the Seattle Academyjust up the street.
“I’ll still be infrontofThe Chieftain,
but I’m not going to be enclosed in the
railing. The city just wanted me to pay
for that when [Peter] has already paid
for this permit,” Dovinh said.
Dovinh explains that the reasoning
behind putting the cart behind the
railing was to avoid a double permit.
“I think this is just a little
redundant,” he said.
Eventually Dovinh gave in and
decided to get the double permit.
SDOT states that this permit ordeal
is an unprecedented case. It’s not very
common for partnerships between
businesses to exist in the same way The
Chieftain and Mad Dawg’s operate.
Getting a permit through SDOT
requires that Mad Dawg pay $344
for the application to be reviewed.
Dovinh says the Mad Dawg’s
application has already been approved
and they are now awaiting a field
review. It is anticipated that Mad
Dawg’s can resume business in front
ofThe Chieftain by Dec. 3. The permit
for daytime operation is $344 and
$688 for nighttime operation. These
fees are listed on the SDOT Memo
2501 as Program Administration
Fees, based on the hours of use. There
is also a $1.56 fee per square foot of
used sidewalk space, which is on top
of the $146 for the permit fee. When
all fees are calculated, the total cost
for this new sidewalk permit comes
to $1,578.16. These operational fees
for daytime and nighttime hours
must be renewed annually, so Mad
Dawg is facing an additional $1,032
annual payment.
“This is why it is worth it for
[SDOT] to give me a hard time.”
Dovinh said. “If they can get $1,500,
why not? If that’s really the rule, then
I’m going to abide by it.”
Without the location in front of
the bar, the number of customers has
drastically dropped. It would appear
that the stand has been out for almost
NOVEMBER 14TH, 2012
two weeks, and the Mad Dawg’s team
has had to explain that they are not
leaving, they are not giving up, and
there is just a technical snag. Until
all the permit paperwork is sorted
out, Mad Dawg’s will continue to
be running their operation in the
back of The Chieftain during their
lunch hours.
“It’s inconvenient because people
can’t see it, but students that know
it’s there have been coming back,”
Dovinh said.
Dovinh explains that this long-
term investment has intrinsic value.
“It’s for being next to the school, my
alma mater.”
Mad Dawg’s is ready to get back
on its feet for the winter season and
is currently looking for Seattle U
students to hire in hopes of having a
student manningthe standat all times.
Veronica may be reached at
vmazzolini@su-spectator.com
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NEIGHBORS FEAR SEATTLE U’S BRIGHT FUTURE
Olivia Johnson
Staff Writer
In 1890, Fr. Leopold Van Gorp, S.J.,
purchased nine lots of land that
would become Seattle University
from Arthur Denny, a Seattle founder,
for $18,382 on mostly undeveloped
land on the corner of Broadway and
Madison.
Fast forward 122 years and land
on First Hill is not quite as easy to
come by.
Though the university has grown
from that infantile form, the time has
come, the university says, for more
growth. These plans are outlined in
the Major Institution Master Plan
(MIMP) finalized this year.
The plan, detailed in a September
issue of The Spectator, sets ambitious
goals for university expansion,
including more classroom space,
higher buildings and the possibility
for a new building at 1313 E.
Columbia, which would likely
house a convention center or other
large building.
However, the proposed expansion
taps into the tension between a
university looking to inflate and the
larger community and neighbors, two
of which have filed an appeal with the
city to reconsider four specific areas
of the MIMP.
“It’s about the ability of the
institution to grow and the
surrounding neighborhood to
thrive,” said Bill Zosel, a community
member and member of the Citizens
AdvisoryCommittee that helped give
feedback and draft the Master Plan
throughout the four-year process of
its completion.
Joy Jacobson, the Director of
Design & Construction in the
Facilities Department, says the plan,
which went up for a preliminary City
Council vote with the Planning, Land
Use and Sustainability Subcommittee
Wednesday, presents only “potential
placeholders” that denote areas where
Seattle U may potentially look to
expand in the future.
“They’re boundary lines, and until
Seattle U owns the property there will
8 NEWS
be no changes, but that property can
still fall within the boundary lines,”
said Jacobson. “It’s primarily a land
use document.”
She emphasizes that should the
[■I
Its about the ability of
the institution to grow
and the surround-
ing neighborhood to W
Bill Zosel,
Citizens Advisory
document be approved, it provides
the institution and surrounding
community with a guide for the
coming years, establishing a rough
outline of what the university could
shape up to be, but with the flexibility
to adjust plans should they change,
a likely possibility in a document
planning changes that could
potentially take shape two decades
from now.
While nothing is set in stone in
terms of what might be built on areas
described in the MIMP, Zosel and co-
filer Ellen Sollod take issue with a few
details of the document.
First, while the university wants to
extend zoning boundaries for taller
buildings to cover the Photographic
Center Northwest and the parking lot
behind it at 12th Ave. and Marion St.,
Zosel and Sollod say that area should
be preserved for non-institutionaluse.
While Seattle U does not currently
own the property, should they
acquire it at any point in the future,
the current provisions would allow
them to build on the site. According
to Zosel, there is no detail in the plan
for what exactly the building might
become should the university acquire
it. He contends the university already
has possible space within the current
boundaries, and should not need to
expand onto that particular site.
Anothersite the two take issue with
is the 1313 E. Columbia building,
what could be the future site of a
much larger structure. They say that
the proposed height of the building
would affect the houses directly
across the street on 14th Ave. Ifa larger
structure is built, there are additional
concerns for what that would mean
for traffic and the amount of people
frequenting a residential area.
The appellants also argue that
there is a clause of the city’s Major
Institution Master Plan Land
Use Code that encourages large
institutions to contain growth within
already established boundaries, if
possible, and to keep expansion
outside those boundaries to a
minimum. They request that the city
reconsider the proposed expansion
from 12th Ave. to 14th Ave. and keep
height requirements at a minimum,
while the universityconsider revising
the plan to focus on areas they
already own.
Along with these concerns, Zosel
is concerned with the “possible
displacement of non-student
housing,” but notes that everything
else in the plan is “acceptable.”
Included in the Citizens Advisory
Committee’s Final Report are
numerous letter to the city from
citizens and neighbors within the
proposed area along 12
th Ave. and 14th
Ave., primarily voicing a concern over
the proposed height of buildings in
relation to the hillside. Someresidents
expressed concern that the proposed
height increases will affect the
amount of sunlight they receive and
act as a wall between the university
and surrounding community.
Accordingto Jacobson,adjustments
were made to the proposed building
heights along 14
th Ave., and the higher
building heights were moved farther
back from the street.
Zosel and Sollod are filing their
request independently of the Citizens
Advisory Committee, which endorsed
the MIMP, though their dissenting
opinions were part of the Minority
Report in the larger Final Report.
After the Final Report was filed
with the City Council in April, Zosel
and Sollod filed a Notice of Appeal
with the City Council in June, asking
them to reconsider certain aspects of
the plan. As stated in the appeal, both
Zosel and Sollod are residents in the
area, who would “be affected by the
degradation of the environment and
vitality of the neighborhood and the
potential vitality of the neighborhood
resulting from the decisions in
this case.”
The case is now in the hands ofthe
City Council.
Though Jacobson would like to
see a final City Council ruling by
the end of the
year,
there is no date
set yet for when that might occur.
At that hearing, the council can
either adopt the entire plan, or
make recommendations based on
the appeal.
“The development of the future
campus in an ongoing process,” Zosel
said. “All of us will work with the
university in ways that are best for the
university and neighborhood.”
Jacobson says that this type of
documenthelps everyone understand
what will happen in the future, and
that the voice of the community
{We
have to trust the
process will work itself j
out so we know what
were working with.
Joy Jacobson,
Facilities
has been heard through the process
and will continue to be heard as the
university moves forward.
“It’s set up to be a balanced
approach that gives us flexibility for
the future,” Jacobson said. “We have
to trust the process will work itselfout
so we know what we’re working with.”
Olivia may be reached at
ojohnson@su-spectator.com
COULD PLUNGE CAPITOL HILL INTO DARKNESS
SEATTLE U WANTS
THIS AREA (12TH
AVE. & MARION
ST.) REZONED FOR
TALLER BUILDINGS,
BUT CRITICS SAY
THE AREA SHOULD
BE PRESERVED FOR
NON-INSTITUTION-
AL USE.
November Mth. 2012
THERE ARE ALSO CON-
CERNS THAT HEIGHT OF A
PROPOSED BUILDING AT
1313 E. COLUMBIA WOULD
DECREASE LIGHT TO
HOUSES ON 14TH AYE.
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NORTHEASTERN MOVES OVER TO THE NORTHWEST
Veronica Mazzolini
Staff Writer
January 2013 will mark the opening
of Northeastern University’s Seattle
branch campus for graduateprograms.
This addition to the Seattle regions
educational institutions looks to be
welcomed by the city and the would-
be competing institutions.
This campus branch will be headed
by Tayloe Washburn. He has lived in
the Seattle area for about 35 years and
been a lawyer for 29.
Washburn was approached by
Northeastern University about their
plans to establish a graduate campus
in Seattle. After months of inquiry,
he concluded that Northeastern is a
high quality research institution with
a terrific reputation and the research
activities are in many ofthe innovative
areas being implemented inthe Seattle
area and the university is providing
additive academic capacity that the
region needs.
Northeastern University was
looking at 15 locations around the
country for the location of their new
campus and they studied the Seattle
region for 18’ months. Northeastern
saw that, more than Atlanta, Austin or
Silicon Valley, Seattle as cutting edge
in tackling global issues and a core
of innovation and entrepreneurial
energy. These are values the university
hopes to learn from.
With this Seattle campus,
{...We
don’t produce
enough graduates [in Se-
atde]... That’s a problem.
Tayloe Washburn,
Northeastern University
Northeastern hopes to establish
a social compact of community
involvement with Seattle, establish
research collaboration and enroll
working professionals in the graduate
program to meet the needs of
organizations in the region.
Interviews were conducted and
10 NEWS
many companies and organizations
expressed need for certain high skill
programs, which are not always
adequately met by other institutions.
“When you put all our existing
institutions together, we don’t produce
enough graduates to meet the needs
of the companies we have here in
several areas such as health care
and technology. That’s a problem,”
said Washburn.
Concerning competition with other
institutions in the area, Washburnsays
“I don’t look at it that way at all. It’s an
additive component. We’re providing
additional capacity for areas where,
for the most part, companies have to
go outside of Washington and United
States to get the talent they need.”
Marilyn Crone, vice president
for enrollment management at
Seattle University, also highlights
the collaboration opportunities with
Northeastern. She said that Seattle U
does not see the new university as a
competition for enrollment
“We welcome Northeastern
Universitytothe academiccommunity
of Seattle and the Puget Sound
region,” said Crone. “We look forward
to opportunities to collaborate
with them.”
Northeastern is not seeking to
compete with the institutions in
the area.
“The larger question is
collaboration between institutions,”
Washburn said. “Washington State
University, Seattle University, Bellevue
College, University of Washington
and a number of others are working
to come together and say, ‘Leaving our
egos at the door, how do we, together,
as institutions of Washington
deal with this terrible gap for
technology workers?”
There is a lack of competition
between the institutions because
programs offered at Northeastern
differ drastically from those of Seattle
U. The Northeastern programs are all
geared toward working individuals
looking for adding or achieving a
graduate degree for the jobs that are
in high demand in the Seattle area.
“Here our target audience is
working professionals who either
want to advance their career where
they are or switch what they’re doing,”
Washburn said. “Either way they
need additional training. The beauty
of this model is that whetheryou’re a
working mom or just a real busy guy
at any of the companies in our region,
you can take any of our courses, get
80 percent of the content online, then
come to our classroom at night or on
the weekends.”
Seattle U is currently working
within administration to enter the
competitive arena of online education.
“Seattle University is preparing
itself to step confidently and
strategically in to the delivery of high
caliber online or distance education
in ways that are consistent with our
identity as a Jesuit Catholic liberal arts
institution,” Crone said.
“We recently hired someone to
help guide our developing initiatives,
Dr. Rick Fehrenbacher, the new
Director of Continuing/Online and
Professional Education.”
Currently the Professional
Development/Continuing Education
office offers post-baccalaureate credit
for online courses with specific
organizations like the Association
for Supervision and Curriculum
Development.
Veronica may be reached at
vmazzolini@su-spectator.com
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Gluten Intolerance-,
dangerous disease
or trivial trend?
ILLUSTRATIONS BY CELINE BALDEVIA.
GLUTEN INTOLERANCE: TAKE IT WITH A GRAIN...
Grace Stetson
Staff Writer
Think about
your
diet.
The average college student prob-
ably eats primarily cereal, bread
and pasta.
A constant carbo load.
Yet, if you are one of the approxi-
mate 15 percent of the country’s
population who claims to have glu-
ten intolerance or celiac disease, these
staple foods, along with many oth-
ers, can no longer be a part of your
daily nutrition.
So pasta feeds are a bad idea.
As classified by Swedish Medical
Center, celiac disease is a problem
that affects a child’s ability to get nu-
trients from food containing gluten.
Gluten intolerance can be classified
as the result of an immune-mediated
response to the ingestion of gluten,
which damages the small intestine.
Many individuals with celiac disease
or gluten intolerance typically feel
ill after eating products containing
wheat, oats and barley. Individuals
can show signs of constipation, vom-
iting or loss of muscle mass, among
other symptoms. While the cause of
celiac disease is not known, it is be-
lieved to often be hereditary.
The Gluten Intolerance Group,
also known as GIG, is a nonprofit
organization in Washington funded
by private donations. It serves as a
partner to those with gluten intoler-
ance diseases to aid them in living
full, healthy and productive lives. Ac-
cording to GIG, gluten in the food
industry refers to storage proteins
found in all grains. Hence, those who
must eat according to a gluten-free
diet should avoid the storage proteins
found in grains such as wheat, rye
and barley—ingredients which are
much more common in food than
one may realize.
Because both gluten intolerance
and celiac disease only affect a small
part of the population, many restau-
rants, grocery stores and food prod-
ucts do not accommodate those who
are unable to partake in eating gluten.
While cities like Seattle commonly
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have many options for those with
unique diets, there are still only about
10 completely gluten-free restaurants
in the city, with many others only of-
fering a limited variety in terms of
gluten-free dishes.
Sophomore Katie Maxwell first dis-
covered her gluten intolerance this
past March when she went to a gastro-
enterologist after months of sickness.
“In November, I started to get really
sick to my stomach pretty suddenly.
I was in a lot of pain and eventually
had to go to the emergency room,”
she said. “[The doctors] believe that a
[1
Ifyou eat items desig-
nated as “gluten free,” I
it isn’t any healthier for 1
you than the normal W
item.
Katie Maxwell,
Sophomore
stomach virus may have caused me to
no longer be able to process gluten.”
Maxwell, who is also a vegetar-
ian, has had a great deal of help ad-
justing from her family members.
While the transition has been
pretty smooth, Maxwell
sometimes throws up due
to accidental ingestion
ofgluten
“Sometimes, I’ll
eat something and
won’t even think
about it,” she said
“But anything
that has flour
and even some
weird things,
like soy sauce,
have gluten in
them, which
you wouldn’t
know un-
til you can’t
eat it.”
While she
didn’t know
much about
gluten intolerance before, many of
Maxwell’s close friends are also glu-
ten intolerant or have celiac disease.
Sophomore Paige McAdam was able
to help Maxwell through her new-
found gluten intolerance, as she her-
self has celiac disease, which she dis-
covered in 2010.
Unlike gluten intolerance, celiac
disease can be much more serious.
This disease destroys the villi of the
small intestine, causing those affected
to be incapable of absorbing the nu-
trients in their food. This leads those
with celiac disease to become ex-
tremely fatigued and malnourished.
When McAdam was first diag-
nosed, there weren’t that many op-
tions for gluten-free products in the
regular supermarket.
“Gluten-free food is so expensive. I
would have to go to places like Whole
Foods. Going to Whole Foods, which
is already expensive, and then adding
to that, justmakes it a whole big mess,”
she said.
As she said, Maxwell is lucky to
have been diagnosed recently instead
of a few years ago like McAdam, when
many gluten-free products were not on
the market.
However, both of their gluten-free gro-
cerybills for the weektypically add up to
between $40 and $50 simply be-
cause of the gluten-free component of
[1
...you get off on the
attention... you get
off on being a special m
[little] snowflake.
Amazon commenter
their items.
Both Maxwell and McAdam agree
that there are many more options on
campus in terms of overall products
compared to last year. Yet they believe
that there are definitely more steps
that Bon Appetit could take to accom-
modate those students affected by glu-
ten intolerance.
“The school needs to have more
gluten-free pastries and such, because
all of the muffins, bagels, et cetera,
look so good, but there isn’t any for
us,” Maxwell said.
“If you’re in a rush in
the morning and
need to
grab
breakfast, our options [at-C
Street] are really either fruit or the
omelette line. There aren’t anyoptions
to just grab and go, which is really
hard,” McAdam said.
Although gluten-free choices were
not as common a few years ago, a
new gluten-free food cart was re-
cently opened in Seattle and services
Capitol Hill everyWednesday from 11
a.m. to 2 p.m. at the corner of Minor
and Madison. Owner Andrea Ramos
Moore came up with the idea for the
food cart in December after she her-
self was diagnosed as gluten-intoler-
ant three years ago.
“I found myself constantly frus-
trated with trying to eat
out, in a hurry; I found that
I couldn’t eat most places,”
she said. “It took between
six months and a year for my
family and friends to finally
realize that I couldn’t eat a
lot of what they were eat-
ing. This [food cart] was my answer
to that.”
The food cart, I Love My GFF
(Gluten-Free Food), serves lunch at
four different locations throughout
the week and has roughly 40 regu-
lar customers per day at each
cation. During our interview,
about 12 people came up to
buy one of the two gluten free
bowls available, along with
the cart’s gluten-free chocolate
chip cookies.
“We’ve been really well-re-
ceived. A lot of people seem to
appreciate what we’re doing, not
just from a gluten-free perspec-
tive, but from a healthy food
angle,” Ramos Moore said. “We
really try to reach out to people
and share our food with them,
as well as try to make the gluten-
free meals accessible.”
While native Californians
Maxwell and McAdam, along
with Ramos Moore, have been
able to adjust to their own gluten
intolerance and celiac disease in
theirhome cities, sophomore Ai-
mee Miller has not been as lucky
with the transition as a native of
South Dakota when she discovered
her gluten intolerance this past June.
“There isn’t really a variety of any-
thing. It’s very down home, meat-and-
potatoes kind of people, so coming
out here, it’s a lot easier to be gluten
intolerant,” she said. “At home, it’s a
challenge when my friends want to eat
pizza constantly.”
Many ofMiller’s friends back home
didn’t understand her gluten intoler-
ance, and her diet typically consisted
of salads over the summer. Since there
are only 1,000 people in her town,
the nearest gluten-free grocery store
to her hometown is two hours away
in Bismarck, N. Dakota.
rible.”
More gluten-free options have be-
come available in recent years. People
are more aware of the disease, but
there’s something trendy about it too.
It has been a nice change to
be gluten-intolerant in Seattle.
“I eat a lot of eth-
nic food, like Thai,
and a lot of fruits and vegetables.
But I’ve still lost about seven
pounds since the transition,” she
said. “Yet, I’ve always enjoyed eth-
nic food, so it really hasn’t been ter-
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If you want to be like Lady Gaga,
go gluten-free. The already fit and
healthy singer gave up gluten to lose
10 pounds.
“...You get off on the atten-
tion; you get off on being a spe-
cial [little] snowflake. Problem
is, since half the world’s popula-
tion is mysteriously falling ill
with celiac disease, the snow-
flakes are piling up into a big
indistinguishable drift,” said a com-
menter in an online Amazon health
forum. According to the comment,
gluten intolerance is a bandwagon
that “millions of hysterical” people
have jumped aboard in chase of a
trendy diet—“feigning a serious
illness just so they can feel in
Capitol Hill is definitely “in vogue.”
Blue Moon Burgers, Flying Apron,
Sage Cafe and Romios Pizza & Pasta
are just a few of the local restaurants
that are cooking to accommodate the
high demand for wheat-free dining.
Because gluten-free options are
pricier, such a diet might seem like a
luxury to many people.
However, students at Seattle U
with sensitivities to gluten say they
aren’t trying to be trendy. Cutting
gluten from their diet has affected
lealth.
“I wouldn’t really cut out
gluten completely if I had
a choice. If you eat items
designated as ‘gluten-
free,’ it isn’t any healthier
for you than the normal
item, so I don’t fully un-
derstand how people can
say it’s a fad,” Maxwell
said.
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vogue.”
McAdam agreed, stat-
ing that as far as she
knows, gluten-free food
doesn’t help in weight
loss.
According to Uni-
versity of Virginias Nu-
trition Services, many
gluten-free foods, such as
oils, creams,nuts, cheeses
and eggs, are high in cal-
ories. Therefore, eating
a gluten-free diet won’t
necessarily help you drop
pounds. It could even have the oppo-
site effect.
that purpose,” she said. “I just think
it’s a completely differentsubjectwhen
it comes to gluten intolerance or celiac
disease.”
While many individuals would
just blow off the severity of the dis-
ease, McAdam explains that eating
gluten can truly affect an individu-
al, especially if there are problems
of cross-contamination.
“People with celiac disease are
much more susceptible to cross-con-
tamination problems, and it can vary
in severity,” she said. “While I’m not, I
know a lot of people who, iftheir food
even touches anything that has gluten
in it, they can end up in the hospital.”
TheFood and Drug Administration
have a regulated department focusing
on gluten called the Gluten-Free La-
beling of Foods Program. The team
uses the highest standards for gluten-
free ingredients and safe-processing
environments based on continuous
reviews of gluten intolerance among
the general population. There are cur-
rently 6,000 products in the United
States that have met the standards for
being certified as gluten-free.
Some things, however, that have
always been free of gluten, are only
now being advertised as such, like
Rice Krispies.
Though rice has never had gluten
in it, Kellogg’s only recently began
labeling their boxes with wheat-free
messages. Perhaps this is a move out
of concern for celiac-diseased diners,
or maybe an attempt to fit in with the
gluten-free popularity contest.
As you eat your morning cereal or
bagel, remember how lucky you truly
are to be able to do such without a
second thought.
Grace may be reached at
gstetson@su-spectator.com
Although Miller may have
had one of the toughest transi-
tions of those interviewed,
she said that the classifica-
tion of gluten-free diets as
a trend doesn’t necessarily
bother her.
“There are people who have
gluten-free diets specifically for
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Kellie Cox
A&E Editor
Bond is back, ya’ll.
While code name 007 is believed
to dead, an unknown cyber terrorist
bombs MI6, killing many members
of the British Secret Service. The in-
cident prompts James Bond (Daniel
Craig) to abandon his hideaway—a
remote island where he was recover-
ing from a bullet wound by drink-
ing margaritas, laying low and sleep-
ing with the natives. He returns to
London in hopes of reassuming his
position as the organization’s most
valuable operative. Aided by techno-
logical guru Q (Ben Whishaw) and
Eve Moneypenny (Naomie Harris),
Bond’s investigation leads him to the
bitter and maniacal Raoul Silva (Ja-
vier Bardem), a former agent who’s
got some major beef with M (Judi
Dench), the target ofhis attacks. Sil-
va plans to kill M and Bond will stop
at nothing to protect her.
Prior to the release of “Casino
Royale” in 2006, the casting of Dan-
iel Craig—who many believed was
too rugged, gruff and dirty blonde
to shoot guns in the same
CRITICS CORNER: SKYFALL
shoes as Sean Connery and Pierce
Brosnan —received a lot of flak from
critics and 007 fans alike. Despite
the pre-movie hubbub, the reinven-
tion of the classic character in “Ca-
sino Royale” was well received and
many critics praised Craig’s perfor-
{1
“Skyfall” restores the pop I
culture phenomenon to its I
purest form and is perhaps
the most thought-provok- I
ing Bond movie yet.
mance and the reinterpretation of
the classic series.
Under even more pressure than
“Casino Royale,” “Skyfall” had big
expectations to live up to. The film
needed to not only repair the dam-
age that the lukewarm “Quantum
of Solace” left in its wake, but also
commemorate the 50th anniversary
ofthe world’s favorite on-screen spy.
“Skyfall” went above and beyond
the call of duty.
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The three-film franchise that
shook up the James Bond status
quo—steering away from classic
Bond in pursuit of a re-imagined
approach—has come full circle in
its epic conclusion. “Skyfall” seam-
lessly restores the pop culture phe-
nomenon to its purest British form
and, with its sympathetic villain and
heavy themes, is perhaps the most
thought-provoking installment yet.
As the flamboyant and irrepara-
bly damaged Raoul Silva, Bardem
proves once again thathe is, in fact, a
chameleon. Physical make up aside,
Bardem approaches the character as
if he is half stereotypical Bond vil-
lain—full of contrived monologues
and elaborate, uber-intelligent plans
for world destruction—and half
subtext-laden basket case. Although
it’s safe to say that most on-screen
and real world villains are “evil”
because they are fundamentally in-
sane, “Skyfall” is one of few action
movies to clearly psychoanalyze its
villain. As the film progresses, the
erratic Silva appears to be more con-
fused than evil, which is exhibited
in Bardem’s overt sexual tone and
behavioral inconsistencies.
In many ways, Silva is the em-
bodiment of Bond’s greatest fear:
{Although there are other
I
quasi-Bond girls, it seems I
that M is the true Bond girl W
in this installment.
M’s betrayal. The two operatives
are undeniably tied because of their
similar maternal connections to M,
making Dame Judi Dench’s charac-
ter the very foundation of the film.
Although actors Harris and Ber-
enice Marlohe serve as quasi-Bond
girls in “Skyfall,” it seems that the
true Bond girl in this 23rd install-
ment is M. The relationship be-
tween Bond and M addresses several
themes that are much deeper than
those typically explored in Bond
films, one of which is redemption.
Both Bond and M are haunted by
their pasts. Bond struggles to shake
the memories of his traumatic, or-
phaned childhood and fights physi-
cally to overcome an aging body that
14
lear-fatal bullet wound.
stalked and tormented
irgotten operative (years
M left Silva in the tortur-
nds of the enemy in or-
:o save the lives of oth-
r agents) and now she
seeks atonement for
her sins. Bond and
M find in each
other an out-
let through
which toab-
are conveyed
superblywith-
in the films
narrative ele-
ments, but the
concepts are also
discussed aestheti-
cally, particularly in
the final scenes that oc-
cur at Bonds childhood
manor, through mas-
terful symbolic imagery.
Symbols aside, “Sky-
fall’s” art direction and
cinematography were
impressive. Every set-
ting made me won-
der, “Where the hell
do they find these
places?” The Shang-
hai location was chic,
futuristic and color-
ful, a stark and re-
freshing contrast to
the grey, more
tradi-
tional London and
Scotland scenes. The
film’s Macau setting
was so beautiful it
has forced me to re-
evaluate my entire
bucket list. Now my
life goal is to
solve their
demons:
tion and
maternity
Bond sees
a mother
figure in
M, andM
sees a son
in Bond.
These
themes of
redemp-
one
day own
a floating mansion
surrounded by Chinese
dragons on the Pearl River Delta.
The film is littered withreferences
to past Bond films that hearken back
to the series’ ‘60s roots. I won’t spoil
all of them for you here, but I will
mention one thing: the Aston Mar-
tin. To the joy and delight of grease
{To
the delight of grease
monkeys everywhere,
Bond’s Aston Martin DB5 w-
is resurrected from its
J
monkeys everywhere, Bond’s glori-
ous Aston Martin DB5 is resurrected
from its famous Connery days with
the help of 3D printing. The Aston
Martin in “Skyfall” is not the origi-
nal pimpin’ set of wheels, but a tiny,
insanely realistic replica, according
to the New York Daily News. This is
the sixth film in which the sexy car
has appeared.
And you know who
else is sexy?
Everyone in this movie. With a ge-
netically-blessed cast that includes
Ralph Fiennes and Ben Whishaw,
“Skyfall” dutifully upholds the dis-
gustingly attractive world in which
Bond exists. Craig is just as mus-
cular and aggressive as ever and
Dench’s exquisite bone structure
has somehow managed to defy the
test of time. Approaching a spry 78,
Dench is just about the best looking
grandma I could ever imagine. But
actress Marlohe takes the sexy cake.
Marlohe plays Severine, a traf-
ficked woman enslaved by Silva, and
she delivers one of the most impres-
sive and compelling performances
in the film. Upon our introduction
to the character, she appears to be
a femme fatale—mysterious, com-
posed and incredibly hot—and it’s
easy to initially write her off as the
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mov-
ie’s disposable
Bond girl. However, it
becomes clear that Severine is
one of the most complicated char-
acters in the film and Marlohe’s per-
formance conveys this complexity
not through dialogue, but through
subtle, expert body language that ra-
diates pain and fear. During the brief
time that Marlohe is on the screen,
she steals every frame.
My only critique of “Skyfall” is that
it completely and totally rejects even
the slightest touch of realism. That
being said, the rejection of realism
is what makes Bond movies fun. Of
course Bond survives after he plum-
mets, wounded, into the depths of
a vast body of water. Of course he
manages to find the time to sleep
with three women and still save Brit-
ain within days. But, the mostabsurd
moment in this particular install-
ment is when Bond innovatively es-
capes a fight at the Macau casino via
CGI Komodo dragon. Bond and one
of his many enemies fall into the ca-
sino’s casual Komodo dragon pit and
Bond comes out on top by the grace
of his Komodo companions. One of
the dragons bites the enemy in the leg
and Bond uses the other as a tram-
poline upon which he leaps out of
the hole, leaving the poor creature
amazingly unscathed. The audience
chortled, the dragons moved on with
their lives and all was well with the
world of 007.
After all, what’s a Bond movie
without a little absurdity?
Kellie may be reached at
entertainment@su-spectator.com
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Ashley Roe
Staff Writer
Two senior theatre majors took over
the Lee Center for the Arts main stage
last weekend, where their one-act
plays of “The Actor’s Nightmare” and
“Rain” are being featured.
Director Robert Keene’s pick, “The
Actor’s Nightmare” by Christopher
Durang, keeps the audience guessing
throughout the non-naturalistic com-
edy.
The main character George Spel-
vin, played by Connor Rice, wakes up
in a beaming spotlight to learn that
he is replacing the lead actor in an
enigmatic play. Confused because he
doesn’t know any of the lines nor has
any recollection of ever going to a re-
hearsal, Rice does an exceptional job
portraying George’s worryand anxiety
overhaving to go on stage unprepared.
“ForRice, I wanted him to focus on
the stakes ofthe situation,” said Keene.
“There’s so many twists and turns to
the play, and Rice does a great job at
keeping the arc going and building
upon
each event even though they are
over the top.”
As theplay changes each time anew
actor comes on stage, George tries to
keep his part straight while he trav-
els through Noel Coward’s “Private
Lives,” William Shakespeare’s “Ham-
let,” “A Midsummer Night’s Dream,”
“Macbeth,” “TheTaming ofthe Shrew”
and more. With these changes, color-
filtered lights signify each play that
George encounters, whereas the rest
of the set is made up of simple props
and design elements.
George’s five co-stars help deliver
the play’s comedic punches and keep
the scenes moving. Even with a few
dark curves in the plot, George’s inter-
actions with the other characters leave
the audience laughing.
“For the rest of the cast, they’ve
done their part in playing these ridic-
ulous stereotypes and not feeling self-
conscious about it,” Keene said. “The
comedy doesn’t work if the characters
aren’t just way over the top.”
Still, George can’t help wondering
if he’s actually awake or still asleep.
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Keene said that the emotions George
experiences throughout the play are
easy for college students to relate to.
“George is scared and he has regrets
so it’s very relevant to students, espe-
cially those who will be graduating
soon,” Keene said.
The second one-act is directed by
Antoinette Bianco. Bianco chose to di-
rect “Rain” by Garry Williams, which
tells the storyof the hardships and in-
securities faced by the Holcomb fam-
ily during a drought that is affecting
their crops.
Even though the set—the porch of
the family’s farmhouse—never chang-
es, the dialogue and issues within the
story keep the show jam-packed.
The powerful storybrings up many
difficult subjects through the interac-
tions between the actors. As their con-
versations unfold, the dialogue slowly
sheds light on their worries.
Staff Holcomb, played by Lucas
Kiehn-Thilman, has just returned
home from the hospital where he lay
paralyzed after falling off the roof of
his barn. His close call with death
forces him to question his faith and
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Connor Rice and Liz Rathboneperform Christopher Durangs one act play “The Actor’s Nightmare.” The play, directed by
Seattle University studentRobert Keene, is one of two student-directed one acts and runs through Nov. 18.
confront his inner fears. Kiehn-Thil-
man portrays Staff’s overwhelming
anger and panic to a tee.
Staff’s wife Mary Holcomb, played
by Meme Garcia-Cosgrove, is being
pulled in every direction as she tries
to keep her family intact. Garcia-Cos-
grove shows Mary’s sincerity and un-
conditional love for all the members
of her family with ease.
“They’re all strong actors and they
were willing to go there,” said Bianco.
“These are not necessarily the most
comfortable characters to play, espe-
cially as college students, because they
are having to encompass the problems
older and married couples deal with.”
Staff and Mary’s relationship may
be a bit dysfunctional, but their love
overwhelmingly shines through.
“Rain, for me, is about love and
what it means to truly love someone.
[People] forget to realize it’s okay for
things to change and for others to be
different,” Bianco said.
Mary’s unequivocal love for her
mentally handicapped son Tyler,
played by Sam Asher, is another dy-
namic point of “Rain.” This love is seen
while Tyler sits on the farmhouse’s
front steps, giggling every once in a
while at the sunset while playing with
his blanket, as Mary constantly reas-
sures him with an “I love you, baby.”
“Tyler is not an easy character to
play,” Bianco said. “He doesn’t talk at
all but he has such an important place
in the story.”
Both plays tug at the audience’s
heartstrings and make the viewers
think about how the underlying feel-
ings of the plays tie into their own
lives. It’s an event no Seattle U student
should miss.
Ashleymay be reached at
aroe@su-spectator.com
RAIN
&
THE ACTOR S NIGHTMARE
Runs through Nov. 18 at the
Lee Center. Tickets are $6.
Jake McCune
Volunteer Writer
I’ll be honest—I wasn’t veryexcited for
Halo 4.1 had run the gamut of games
in high school, reveling in three-shot
battle rifle kills and legendary co-op
runs along with almost every other
guy myage. Halo was like a social obli-
gation to many of my friends growing
up. It was simply what you did when
everyonewas hanging out at each oth-
ers’ houses. The original Halo games
were a trilogy, one that I finished a
long time ago. But Halo 4?
With an entirely different team de-
veloping it, it was full ofwild expecta-
tions for greatness, but I found myself
not all that excited at the notion of
killing Covenant and saving the earth
one last time (well, three last times
with the planned sequels).
But then press started leaking, and
word came that Halo 4 was not just
good, but great. Developer 343 Indus-
tries, the company namedafter a Halo
character and created specifically to
develop new Halo games, had actu-
ally done it. The flood of positive press
talking up new developments in char-
acter and storypiqued my interest.
So here we have Halo 4, riding a
tidal wave of congratulatory thanks
from fans and press alike for, well,
making a Halo game. That’s more or
less what Halo 4 is, just another Halo
game. It happens tobe the best look-
ing one—it has a few new
HALO 4: OLD GAME, NEW GUNS
weapons and a few new mechanics up
its sleeve—but by and large Halo 4 is
so utterly Halo that it doesn’t try to
escape the trappings of the series. In-
stead, it polishes up what was already
there. This isbyno means a bad thing:
Halo games are good games. It’s just
a mildly disappointing one, which
pretty much sums up my experiences
playing the campaign. It was never
bad, but all that polish that 343 uses
can’t help but seem a bit tarnished by
r i
I was doing what I did in I
m every Halo game: run into I
a room, kill a bunch of en- 9
I emies. Rinse and repeat.
the end of the
game.
The campaign, so highly praised
in reviews that I went and bought the
game at midnight on a whim, does
have a strong start. The first mission
flips a familiar scenario from the first
Halo on its head, forcing Master Chief
to escape a crashing ship. Playing the
first half hour or so was a thrill.
As soon as the Chief steps
out from a cryostasis pod
and the player takes
control, a mil-
lion little
minutiae about playing Halo games
flooded back into my hands. I was in
middle school all over again as familiar
Covenant aliens fell under my cross-
hairs and a ship exploded all around
me. The original Halo games achieved
much of their success based on great
mechanics, and there is something to
be said about justhow good this game
feels to play. I quickly discovered that
I was excited about killing Covenant
and saving the earth yet again.
Unfortunately, around the three-
hour mark I realized that I was doing
the same thing I did in every Halo
game: run into a room, kill a bunch
of enemies, hit a button that advances
the story enough to let me run into
another room and kill more enemies.
Rinse and repeat.
Where Halo 4 falls short is exactly
where it needed to knock it out of the
park: new elements. The new weap-
ons introduced are mostly just slight
variations of the old formulas, and
N0VEM9ER 14TH. 2012
though they look fancy and stylized
they lose their luster quickly. The same
can be said of the new enemies—the
Tronbiting Prometheans—who prove
to be little more than shiny new bul-
let sponges beneath their chrome and
neon lighting.
And remember that story every-
one was so excited about? I don’t, be-
cause I failed to read the vast number
of Halo novels that it takes its cues
from. The plot of Halo 4 is steeped in
information that one cannot derive
fromsimply playing the game, or even
past ones. Instead its main villain, the
space-Dracula-looking Didact, was
introduced in an anime short spin-off
that was released on DVD in 2010. It
is this kind of attention to detail that
both strengthens Halo 4s story line
for those that are invested in the Halo
universe and kills any interest in it
for
the casual, less committed players.
Halo 4 is a good game, and it’s a
great Halo game. Anyone who enjoys
the series for its sci-fi story and atmo-
sphere or its incredibly tight controls
and polished game play will get a lot
out of Halo 4. Anyone looking for
anything more than that? Well, there’s
always Halo 5, but I have my doubts.
The editormay be reached at
entertainment@su-spectator.com
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UNITED FILIPINO CLUB GETS ITS JAM ON
Chelsee Yee
Staff Writer
Seattle University's Pigott Auditorium
was packed with five musical acts and
two local dance groups last Friday,
marking the annual Filipino American
Student Associations (FASA) Jam con-
cert “Harmonize in Unity.”
FASA Jam is a benefit concert hosted
every two years that raises money for
the Filipino American National His-
torical Society, which documents and
promotes Filipino American history
through its archives, books, programs,
art and more. This year, it took 30 peo-
ple-including 13 officers from Seattle
U’s United Filipino Club (UFC) and
officers from FASA at the University of
Washington—months to plan the suc-
cessful event.
On Nov. 9, the two universities came
together to organize a three-hour show
that included performances by Se-
attle U’s Coho Mountain String Tick-
lers, Bridget Hermano, the first “Asian
American Idol” in the Filipino Com-
munity of Seattle, and US, a married
duo from Southern California. The
evening was hosted by Alyssa Fernan-
do and Michael Bermudez, who moved
the show along with their witty script.
Coho Mountain String Ticklers
18 ARTS s ENTERTAINMENT
opened up the show with brilliant
three-part harmonies and impressive
acoustics, scoring the band’s first en-
core ever.
“I was completelyunprepared for the
reaction,” said vocalist Laura Germano.
“When you play music or create any
sort of art, you pour yourself into your
project. So receiving that praise that we
didFriday night, about the music we’ve
been slaving over, is an indescribably
amazing feeling, and a surprising one
at that.”
Smooth Technique followed Coho
with soulful vocals and homemade
beats that often referenced Seattle loca-
tions like First Avenue and Tutta-Bella.
And though lead singer Andrew Pacis
was on crutches the night ofthe concert,
it did not disturb his jazzyand smooth
performance. New Heights—whose
first single “Peaches” was featured in a
short film by the Jubilee Project called
“Love Language” that reached over 10
million views on YouTube—performed
next with leadvocalist Travis Graham,
guitarists Chris Kwak and Kiyung Park,
Tyler Carroll on bass and Bobby Walk-
er on drums.
Slight changes made to the pro-
gram’s schedule brought local dance
crews Sini-Gang and Kasama to the
stage early and Kasama closed its
act with “Gangnam Style.” After the
dance performances, Bridget Hermano
cooled things down with her amazing
vocals, singing original ballads that si-
lenced the entire room. And then came
the moment everyone had been waiting
for—US.
Formerly known as solo music art-
ists, Michael Alvarado and Carissa
Rae not only joined music forces but
also got married this past summer,
thereby officially forming the duo
known as US. Together, they showcase
their love by writing and singing songs
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The Coho Mountain String Ticklers perform at the United Filipino Club’s FASA
Jam on Friday, Nov. 9. The band put on a lively set thatfired up the crowd.
about theirrelationship, including one
song made up of medleys from their
favorite television shows. Though the
crowd loved hearing familiar tunes
from the ‘90s, it was the last song of
the night that most of the crowd could
sing along to. With over one million
views on YouTube, US performed the
crowd favorite “Missin You Like Cra-
zy,” which ended with many hollers
and whistles asking for more.
Chelsee may be reached at
cyee@su-spectator
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: OPENING:
Avenue Q <§> the Balagan
,-A, -f Theater, 8 p.m
I MUSIC:
Ben Gibbard @ Showbox
at the Market, 7 p.m.
W MUSIC:
Red Hot Chili Peppers
@ KeyArena, 8 p.m.
♦
'
FILM:
Timon ofAthens @ SIFF
Uptown, 7 p.m.
MUSIC:
Minus the Bear @ Show-
box at the Market, 8 p.m.
THANKSGIVING
BREAK BEGINS
*\f ARIES
I 3/21-4/20
Try not being so pushy and rude
this week.
X TAURUS
C_) 4/21-5/21
The stars say that you’re going to be
veryhurtful this week
Yf GEMINI
5/22-6/21
Your friends are going to start a nasty
rumor about you. Watch out!
0> CANCER
"Mm' 6/22-7/22
Try to reconnect with old friends
over Thanksgiving Break.
<0 LEO
(x 7/23-8/22
You’re going to find something you
thought you had lost.
>m VIRGO
W 8/23-9/22
Watch out—your rommmate knows
that you watch them sleep.
XL LIBRA
«——* 9/23-10/22
Your thinning hairline is about to
stop receding.
SCORPIO
ML 10/23-11/21
You have no redeeming qualities.
None.
SA SAGITTARIUS
*P* 11/22-12/21
You’re going to have problems with
your facial hair this week.
Tt. capricorn
r 12/22-1/20
When someone throws a cat at you,
stop being friends with them.
AQUARIUS
1/21-2/19
You’re going to get in a fight with an
elk this week. Go for the jugular.
U PISCES
* » 2/20-3/20
Your work relationships are going to
be strained this week. Be patient.
HOROSCOPES Sudoku
CORDOG DETECTIVE, BY KELTON SEARS
MONSTERS IN THE BASEMENT
NOVEMBER 14th, 2012
ACCIDENT,
MOTOR VEHICLE
NOVEMBER 3,1:10 A.M.
HRL reported several incidents
of vomit in common areas in all
three resident facilities; HRL Cus-
todial responded to clean area.
CONDUCT
VIOLATION
NOVEMBER 4,12:30 A.M.
DPS contacted students carrying
a city street sign through campus;
the sign was returned and the inci-
dent was forwarded to Conduct.
FRAUD
NOVEMBER 9,12:50 P.M.
Students purchased fraudulent
tickets to an event in Seattle
through a Craigslist advertise-
ment; referred to SPD.
ALCOHOL
VIOLATION
NOVEMBER 11,1:45 A.M.
DPS/HRL documented a student
for underage intoxication and uri-
nating on the 11th floor hallway
while sleepwalking; assisted back
to residence and HRL Custodial
contacted for clean-up.
FIRE ALARM
NOVEMBER 12,7:45 P.M.
A fire alarm on 12th floor of
Campion was set off by burnt
food; SFD responded and reset the
system.
Public Safety
HIGHLIGHTS
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MEN’S HOOPS BEATS MONTANA STATE IN OPENER
Kevin Dunham
Staff Writer
The Seattle University men’s basketball
team opened the season with a con-
vincing win over the visiting Montana
State Bobcats in Sunday’s ninth annual
Elgin Baylor Classic.
The Redhawks never trailed, scor-
ing early and often. Junior guard
D’Vonne Pickett started the scoring
for the Redhawks before redshirt
freshman Deshaun Sunderhaus add-
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D’Vonne Pickett attempts a lay-up between two ofMontana State University’s de-
fenders during the men’s basketballgame at KeyArena on Nov. 11.
ed seven quick points to stretch the
Redhawk lead to 9-2.
Montana State was able to cut into
the lead before the Redhawks surged
forward again, leading by double digits
for much of the first half and entering
halftime up 39-24.
The second half featured much of
the same, as the Redhawks full-court
press was able to force more turnovers
and perimeter shots from the Bobcats,
allowing the team to increase the lead
to 25 midw throi the secondhalf.
“One of the ways we can be able to
beat them is to get more shot oppor-
tunities,” said junior forward Clarence
Trent. “So that means forcing turn-
overs; that’s another shot opportunity.
We crash the boards, offensive re-
bound, that’s another shot opportunity
that they didn’t get that we did.
Tempo was key to Seattle U’s suc-
cess, often forcing turnovers and get-
ting baskets in transition. They beat the
Bobcats down the floor, allowing for
open shots and quickpossessions.
Speaking about a blocked dunk
and subsequent transition, head coach
Cameron Dollar said, “That kind of
epitomizes the night. Great effort play
by Allen [Tate] to go get it. Then we
push it right back and Chad [Rasmus-
sen] is assertive and knocks down the
three. Those are the type ofswings and
the type of plays we want to have.”
“That’s how we want to play. Every-
one kept saying we want to run, we
want to run, now he’s letting us run,”
Trent said. “Now we just have to do it.
Pushing the ball more,hitting the open
guys. So now we’re able to make them
play our game instead of us playing
their game.”
Seattle U was able to rotate play-
...Now were able to
make them play our
M
game instead of us m
j playing their game
Clarence Trent,
■ Junior Forward
ers and give younger players experi-
ence, maintaining the lead and finish-
ing with a comfortable 15-point win,
87-72.
“I thinkthat’s where our depth comes
in at,” Dollar said. “Guys are hungry,
coming in off the bench, they’re ready
to play. Allen Tate did a good job with
his entire floor game, Chad Rasmussen
knocked down some 3’s, Prince Obasi
did a good job coming in and making
plays. We got good depth, so when you
rotate guys in like we do there isn’t a
whole lot ofdrop off”
Trentwas awarded MVP of the Elgin
Baylor Classic after posting 18 points
and nine rebounds in just 21 minutes
of action. Trent was able to cause prob-
lems for the Bobcat defense, being ag-
gressiveand getting to the line six sepa-
{Guys
are hungry, com-
ing in off the bench,
they’re ready to play. W
Cameron Dollar,
Head Coach
rate times, as well as forcing turnovers
and running the floor.
“Coach always tells me to be aggres-
sive and finish at the rim. Hopefully I
can make more free throws next time
but that’s what coach always tells me to
do, be aggressive.”
Sunderhaus added 14 points and
eight rebounds of his own on 6-of-ll
shooting, including an emphatic dunk
in transition, marking a solid opening
performance for the freshman.
Obasi also scored double figures
for the Redhawks, adding 10 points,
six rebounds and three assists off
the bench. Rasmussen had 12 points
off the bench on four three-pointers
while also adding six rebounds.
Seattle U dominated the game in
every metric; notching 17 steals to
13, 19 assists to the Bobcats’ six and
a 51-42 rebounding margin. The ag-
gressive defense was also able to force
the Bobcats into 36 percent shooting
for the game including 21 percent
from behind the line. Twelve players
scored for the Redhawks, including
four in double figures.
The Redhawks next action will be a
rematch of last year’s game against the
Virginia Cavaliers in Charlottesville on
Saturday, Nov. 17.
Kevin maybe reached at
kdunham@su-spectator.com
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WOMEN’S BASKETBALL TEAM FALLS TO PACIFIC
Kevin Dunham
Staff Writer
A late rally wasn’t enough for the
Redhawks women’s basketball team
to overcome Pacific University, and
the Redhawks lost 71-70 on Friday at
Connolly Center.
The Redhawks were behind much
of the game, trailing by 15 with 10:29
left in the game, ever since Pacific
went on a run early in the first half.
The Redhawks were able to battle
back though, led by 11 late points
from senior Ashley Ward.
Trailing by seven with less than
four minutes to go, the Redhawks
were able to take advantage of
missed shots and free throws to cut
into the Pacific lead until they were
just three down with less than 10
seconds to go. A Pacific free throw
made the lead four and looked to
seal it.
{We
got to the free
throw line a lot, took
better shots. W
Joan Bonvicini,
Head Coach
Ward drove the length of the
floor, however, and was fouled on
a three-point shot, giving the Red-
hawks one last breath. After making
the first two shots, Ward needed to
miss the third to give her team a
chance at a tip but the ball bounced
around the rim and fell in, ending
the game down one point.
Tempo played an important part
in the game, as
Pacific were able to
force turnovers and score in transi-
tion, getting open looks from their
aggressive defense and pressure.
“I think that we allowed them
to create tempo,” said head coach
Joan Bonvicini. “They forced turn-
overs and I don’t think it was until
late which we started playing a lot
smarter and more aggressively to get
j VOLLEYBALL VS ARLINGTON 3-2 j
the ball inside. Were always going
to be an inside-outside team. We
needed to show more balance.”
Despite trailing for much of the
game, the Redhawks late comeback
showcased much of the team’s talent
and determination, rallying from
down double digits to nearly pull off
a big comeback win.
“I was really happy the way we
responded,” Bonvicini said. “We got
to the free throw line a lot, took bet-
ter shots. It was good to see Daidra
[Brown] finally start playing ag-
gressively and finally in the last few
minutes play with a lot more
confidence.”
The team was led by senior Ashley
Ward’s 21 points and junior Kasey
Sowell’s first double-double ofthe
season, notching 19 points and 11
rebounds in the loss. Senior Brenda
Adhiambo was the third Redhawk
in double figures, contributing 11
points as well as some key rebounds.
Sophomore Makenna Clark added
an important three-pointer off the
bench, junior Sylvia Shephard led
the team in assists with six while
adding six points of her own, and
senior Daidra Brown added five
points, including two late driving
baskets that helped cut the
Pacific lead.
“We forced them into 28 turn-
overs, which is huge. I feel like we
capitalized on most of the turn-
overs,” said Brown. “But like coach
said, we let them gain tempo, so
that’s one of the negatives. As long
as we keep forcing turnovers, keep
staying together and keep building
confidence and playing together
then we’ll be fine.”
The Redhawks next action is
today against the University of
Washington at KeyArena. The game
is scheduled for a 7 p.m. tip-off and
will celebrate Bonvicini’s 1,000th
game coached.
Kevin may be reached at
kdunham@su-spectator.com
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Daidra Brown came out ofthe game on Friday, Nov. 9 withfive stealsfor the Red-
hawks. The Redhawks lost 70-71.
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TO ALL THE LADIES IN THE
HOUUUUUUUUUUUSE
In NewHampshire, women now make up the states entire delegation, a first for our
country. On Nov. 6, Maggie Hassan was elected governor, along with Ann McLane
andCarol Shea-Porter, who were chosen by the people to becomeNew Hampshire’s
representatives in the house, joiningthe states two female senators.
In Hawaii, America got its first Hindu member of congress. Her name is Tulsi
Gabbard, and she’s swearing her oath on the Bhagavad Gita. In Wisconsin, Tammy
Baldwin became America’s first openly gay senator.
Four states (including ours) legalized gay marriage. We also re-elected the first
black president.
Ourrepresentative democracy is finally starting to lookrepresentative.
For a country that calls itself a melting pot, we have let ourselves be governed by
white males far too long. This year we had the most diverse electorate yet, with 1 in
4 votes being cast by non-white constituents. Theresults were telling—our new set
ofrepresentatives will bring much needed perspectives and ideas to the table that a
bunch of bumbling ex-businessmenand lawyers just aren’t going to add.
Thispast week, Republicans have written countless columns calling fortheir party
to change. This election proved that for the first time, appealing only to rich, white,
conservative Christians isn’t going to cut it anymore. That’s not what America looks
like now. It never really looked like that. Instead, Republicans are facing facts. In or-
derto remain relevant in today’s political atmosphere, you have to playball with the
rest ofthe country, and, um, women. For a democracy, andfor our political system,
that can only mean good things.
Hopefully, it also means we won’t have to sit through asinine debates about
whether or not women’s bodies are full ofrape-preventing magical powers. Sigh.
The Spectator editorial board consists ofKelton Sears, MacKenzie Blake, Emma McAleavy, Dallas Goschie, J. Adrian Munger, Colleen Fontana, Kellie Cox, Collin Overbay, Andre Wyatt and Lindsey Wasson. Signed commentaries
reflect the opinions ofthe authorsand not necessarily those ofThe Spectator. The views expressed in these editorials are not necessarily the views ofSeattle University.
A mini carnival/amusement park
because every time they tear some-
thing down, I think that’s what
they’re doing...or a Starbucks.
Tanya Evanchak, Sophomore
IF YOU COULD REDESIGN CAPITOLHILL, WHATWOULD YOU ADD?
I would add an arcade and more
under 21, over 18 things to do.
JakePeterson, Freshman
OPINION
MY PATIENCE WILL
EXPIRE IN 30 DAYS
Once every three months, we are reminded that our Seattle University login pass-
word is about to expire. And once every three months, we rue the day that OIT de-
cided it was their job to protect the integrity ofour online accounts.
Seattle U login passwords—which provide students with access to the school’s
wifi, SU online and MySU emails—must be changed every 90 days. Although seem-
ingly petty, this phenomenon is perhaps the most annoying thing studentshave to
deal with duringtheir time at the university. Bythe time moststudents graduate, they
will have endured at least 15 password changes, which is approximately 14 changes
too many. We have exhausted the passwordbank. Thereare no more pets, birthdays,
cusswords, rock bands, friends or familymembersleft to honor. So please, stop mak-
ing us be creative.
The 90-daypolicy is not only irritating, but essentially pointless. Ifsomeone wants
to hack your online account, changing your password from spotl to spot2 is not go-
ing to stop them. The cyber-sawy amongst us are smarter than that.
Furthermore, there are loopholes in the system that reduce the requirement to a
moot point anyway: ifyou click “forgot your password,” it will let you keep whatever
previously-used password you desire.
As OIT does not monitor other internet behavior-including illegal downloading
and porn—unless it slows down the school’s system, it’s strange that they choose to
set their sights on student logins in favor of questionable online activity that poten-
tially violates the university’s Code ofConduct.
It’s our online account. We should decide when to change our passwords should
we decide to change themat all. Right now, it’s justone more frivolous detail we have
to keep track ofand one more meaningless fact to memorize.
Whether or not we are going to be hacked is in God’s hands.
A cat petting zoo or a cat cafe where
you can play with the cats and drink
tea or coffee.
Darcy Moynahan, Sophomore
Another small independent mov-
ie theater. One that sells coffee
and comics. We need more coffee
and more films.
Denise Lopez, Junior
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THE GUIDANCE
Sam is not a licensed coun-
selor. He’s a junior with lots of
good advice
in his head,
located
right here.
Hey Guidance Counsel-
or, I am thinking about
graduating a year early.
I know this would mean more work
and more stress and that I probably
wouldn’t be able to enjoy the social
part of college as much as I would if
I stayed thefull fouryears. Is saving
that money worth sacrificing the so-
cial aspect ofmy college experience?
What’s youradvice?
It really does come
down to the money.
For most people it
would be a no-brainer, graduate
early and save a good chunk of
money. Theredoes exist this senti-
ment about fulfilling the full four
years of college and getting the
“true” college experience. The re-
ality is: just because you graduate
early doesn’t mean you lose every
aspect of your college life. If you
stay in Seattle, most likely your
friends won’t change, the things
you do for fun won’t change. The
only difference is you won’t be go-
ing to classes. So you can choose
to live another year of college life
and spend the money, which byall
means if you can pay for it, why
not? Maybe get a minor and fol-
low the “standard” story. Or you
get out early, start your post-col-
lege life and see what happens.
by Sam James Moreno
Have a question? Send it
to guidance@su-spectator.com
Hey Sam, question of the
little head versus the big
head coming your way
I’m casually dating someone at SU
(yes, we are both on the same page
with the “casually dating” bit), andI’m
planning to go home for the holidays.
I know I’m going to see my ex, but I’m
not sure if it’s kosher to sleep with her
or not. Ultimately, Idon’t want to trash
a good thing but I’m not sure if my
heart belongs in Seattle or San Fran-
cisco. Help a brother out!
A few things: casually
dating is still a type
of dating. Cheating
is shady. Your ex is your ex for a
reason.
Beard or no beard?
If you got it, flaunt
it.
Keep It Classy,
TGC
By The Oracle Editorial Board
U. South Florida via UWIRE
Elections are supposed to be that
component of democracy built in to
give citizens a chance to have their
voices heard. Clearly some don’t quite
understand that, as they expressed
their dissatisfaction with the election
in a unique way.
Twenty-one states have filed peti-
tions to “withdraw from the United
States ofAmerica.” Some states,
like Texas, cited the federal govern-
ment’s “neglect to reform domestic
and foreign spending” and “blatant
abuse” of citizens’ rights as reasons to
secede. Texas, petitioners stated, does
have the 15th-largesteconomy in the
world. Florida had more than 15,000
signatures on its petition and stated
the “Federal Government has not led
our citizens justlyand with honor.”
Even solidly blue states such as New
York and New Jersey have their
own petitions.
The White House website states
petitions that reach 25,000 signatures
will be addressed, but it has also
addressed past petitions with fewer
signatures. What the citizens who
took to the Internetand utilized their
First Amendment rights to petition
haven’t quite realized is that they
already had their chance to make a
differencewith their opinions — Nov.
6, at the polls.
The petitions filed are basically pe-
titions against democracyand mark
the heightened levels of partisanship
and non-cooperation that deeply
divides the nation. What has yet to be
specified is what form of government
the “country” of Texas or Florida
would have to look forward to upon
secession. Clearly, it can’t be democ-
racy, because the next time a can-
didate with a less-than-100-percent
approval rating comes to office, a new
country would have to be formed.
But ifnot for democracy, would
the people have a right to petition
this way?
SECESSION A
PIPE DREAM
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THE 10
10 villains we want to
see in the next Bond
film
© Dick Cheney
e Fr. Cyborg, S.J.
JP|]| A giant inflatable
Rudy the Redhawk
OTbat
kid that peed out
his window during
Welcome Week
o Ursula the Sea Witch
o Childhood Obesity
0 West Nile Virus
o Prime numbers
Monica Lewinsky
© Gluten intolerance
CORRECTIONS
There are no corrections for this
week.
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Discover where you'll study
abroad at usac.unr.edu
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WE PREPARE TOP TEACHERS.
TOP ADMINISTRATORS
HIRE THEM.
Whitworth's Master in Teaching (MIT) Program
lets you earn both your master's degree and
teaching certification in just 13 months;
or choose the part-time option and finish in
25 months. Pius, our placement rate is among
the best in the state, so you’ll be prepared to
make a difference right away.
*Mention thisad and your application lee will be waived.
Sarah Crecelius
Mt. Spokane High School
Science Teacher
Master in Teaching
Visit whitworth.edu/mit
or call 509.777.3222.
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HIRING
Remember growing up, when all you ever wanted to be
was an Ad Sales Manager or Ad Sales Representative?
We here at The Spectator want to make your dream
come true.
Contact the bossman at editor@su-spectator.com
to fulfill your childhood dreams.
blue sky
JUST ACROSS
THE 520 BRIDGE.
NEED A RIDE?
TEXT OR E-MAIL:
RIDES@BLUESKY-CHURCH.COM
church
SUNDAYS
9:15 &1 1:15 am
www.BLUESKY-CHURCH.com
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Start your school mornings
with an Egg McMuffin or Real Fruit Smoothie.
I FREE
! EGG MCMUFFIN~
i Buy one Egg McMuffin
Sandwich and get a
second of equal or lesser value free
Valid for product of equal or lesser value. Valid
only at participating U.S. McDonald’s®. Prices
may vary. Not valid with any other offer, discount,
j coupon or combo meal. Cash value 1/20 of 1 cent,
j Limit one coupon per person per visit. Tax may
j apply. Price ofrequired purchase posted on menu
j board. Coupon may not be transferred, auctioned,
j sold, copied or duplicated in any way or
j transmitted via electronic media. Valid when
j product served. May not be valid for custom
j orders. © 2012
McDonald's.
I Expires:12/14/12
I Valid Only at: 1122 Madison Seattle, WA
I———————,
